Choosing not to stand during the American flag anthem is very disrespectful. the national
flag anthem is important respect for soldiers who were injured or died for us too. Though the
NFL players are choosing not to stand up during the national anthem. It disrespects the US
Military, and disrespectful to the US flag and its members, and it's a bad way of protesting
against the US.
Colin Kaepernick from San Francisco 49ers, is disrespecting the US Military. by choosing
not to stand during the anthem. In source A, in “Protesting against the anthem and the flag
wrong. Carole Isham quotes, “ it just blows My mind somebody what do honor the flag of this
country and the nation on them when we have young men and women overseas fighting for this
country, people who have time for this country.” Carol Isham, is a descendant writer for the
national anthem, explains how this dishonors soldiers who’ve died for this country by not
standing during the national anthem. This contributes with multiple perspectives, people like
Kaepernick they should should not stand up during the national anthem as a protest, while other
Americans see this as being very disrespectful to the U.S military. In source A, president Obama
quotes, “ As in general matter, when it comes to the flag of the national anthem and the
meaning it means for our men and women in uniform and those who’ve fought for us, it's a
tough thing for them of their past, to then hear what his deeper concerns are.” Obama says, the
national anthem holds the soldiers who’ve fought for the U.S, it is really tough to past through.
But then to hear Kaepernick's concerns, is just plain disrespectful.
Choosing not to stand up during the national anthem Is also disrespectful towards of flag
and members. Insource A, Seth Devalve quotes, “ The United States is the greatest country in
the world. It provides opportunities to its citizens that no other country does.” Seth explains how
it's disrespectful towards the flag, by choosing to take a knee against the flag, which the flag
symbolizes freedom . Without freedom, Kaepernick or any other player in the NFL who takes
knees, couldn’t be protesting , because they wouldn't have the freedom to do that. Another
quote from Cleveland Brown fans quoted, “ taking a knee during the national anthem these
days screams disrespect for our flag and our troops.” He says that the NFL players are being
disrespectful, by choosing not to take a knee during the national anthem, being disrespectful to
U.S and the U.S troops.
This is why choosing not to stand during the national anthem is disrespectful.
disrespects and honors the US Military, the US flag, and a bad way of protesting. This
situation is important, because this causes controversy across the whole country. Most
importantly, the NFL players should stop the players from taking knees during the national
anthem, its a bad way of protesting. There disrespecting the U.S flag, which it stands for
freedom, and U.S military.

